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Section 1:

INTRODUCTION
Overview
Much has been written for the courts in California about community outreach
and court-community collaboration, and in addition, much has been learned
over the past several years since those resources were produced. This
Guidebook builds on the previous publications but attempts to bring greater
clarity to, and further develop, the concepts in two ways.
First, this Guide expands on the concept of community-focused court planning,
moving to what is now being referred to as “connecting with constituencies”
(CwC), to encourage court leaders to think both more broadly about the
meaning of constituencies and in a more targeted way about how to engage and
work with different constituency groups.
Second, this Guide is grounded in both the literature and recent court
experiences. It draws from the literature on community engagement and
constituency building practices from a variety of disciplines, and it builds on
the experiences of court leaders across California over the past several years.
Combined, these sources and experiences have helped to (1) identify a menu of
effective approaches that courts can use to engage constituency groups (CwC),
(2) create a step-wise process for implementing constituency engagement
activities, and (3) capture lessons learned.

Audience
The intended audience for this Guide is diverse. It is expected that judges,
court executives, other managers, and/or court staff – anyone who is
responsible for CwC – will use this Guide to help them succeed in designing
and facilitating effective constituency involvement and engagement processes.

What is Included in this Guide
This Guide is a practical, “how to” resource designed to help courts target and
improve engagement activities with a wide range of constituency groups for
multiple purposes, such as understanding expectations and perceptions,
gathering feedback, conducting court planning efforts, establishing priorities,
identifying and solving problems, and developing new and/or improving
existing court services and programs, among others.
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The remainder of the Guide includes the following sections.
•

Section 2: The Concept and Value of Connecting With
Constituencies (CwC).

This section suggests a broader approach to constituency involvement
and engagement efforts than the previous concept of communityfocused court planning. In addition to defining CwC and other key
terms, this section summarizes the major features and value of CwC.
It also includes relevant findings from the Judicial Council’s landmark
2005 survey, Trust and Confidence in the California Courts: A Survey
of the Public and Attorneys. The Judicial Council undertook this
statewide survey of the public and of practicing attorneys to determine
current levels of trust and confidence in the state courts, and to obtain
information concerning expectations and performance of the state
courts. The findings from this survey can help focus CwC activities. The
Judicial Council has continued its efforts by embarking on phase II of
its public trust and confidence studies and commissioning the 2006
report, Trust and Confidence in the California Courts, Phase II: Public
Court Users and Judicial Branch Members Talk About the California
Courts. This phase II study delves more deeply into key issues raised by
stakeholders. Using focus groups and interviews, the researchers sought
direct information from court users—new information to yield specific,
effective strategies for addressing customer concerns identified by the
2005 survey. Both studies are available on the California Courts Web
site at http://www.courtinfo.ca.gov/reference/4_37pubtrust.htm.
•

Section 3: CwC: A Menu of Approaches.

This section presents a menu of effective CwC approaches with
examples and advantages and disadvantages of each. This information
will help courts select CwC approaches that will best meet their needs
and yield greater successes in engaging constituency groups, all with an
eye toward building support for, and greater trust and confidence in, the
courts.
•

Section 4: Implementing CwC.

The steps involved in implementing the various CwC approaches
including examples, considerations, and recommendations are presented
in this section. Also included are techniques to reach under-represented
constituency groups.
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•

Section 5: Tips for Success & Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs).

Tips for success based on lessons learned and answers to frequently
asked questions (FAQs) are included in this section.
•

Section 6: Appendices.

This section includes the branch’s six-year planning cycle, more
detailed findings from phase 1 of the public trust and confidence study
conducted by the Judicial Council, and a resource list.
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Section 2:

THE CONCEPT AND VALUE OF
CONNECTING WITH CONSTITUENCIES
(CwC)
Evolution of CwC
The California Judicial Branch has a history of embracing and engaging in
long-range strategic planning at the state and local levels. For example, the
branch developed its initial strategic plan in the early 1990s, and a revised
strategic plan in 2000. In addition, the trial courts systematically began
developing local strategic plans in 1999 and 2000. Finally, the branch formally
institutionalized strategic planning at both the state and local levels in early
2000 by adopting a six-year planning cycle for revising strategic plans, a threeyear cycle for updating operational plans, and an annual review process. (See
Appendix A for the six-year planning cycle.)
Further, in response to declining public trust and confidence in the courts, the
branch’s leadership initiated a more inclusive approach to strategic planning in
the late 1990s – community-focused court planning – as a way to reach out to
and gain input from the community. Developing stronger ties to the community
was seen as a way to educate the public about the courts, listen to their concerns
and ideas, and increase support for and confidence in the courts.
Since then, the branch and many courts have developed educational materials
and embarked on a variety of efforts to educate and inform the public about the
courts. For example, courts have developed speaker’s bureaus, prepared
informational brochures, added information to Web sites, visited schools, and
offered court tours and open houses, to name a few. In addition, some courts
have solicited input from and involved their communities in court planning
through community forums, focus groups, and joint court-community advisory
committees, among others.
Indeed, there are many reported successes in both community outreach and
community-focused court planning over the past several years. However, there
also are reported challenges and disappointments. In particular, strategic
planning generally and community-focused court planning specifically have
reportedly occurred less frequently and have been more difficult to sustain (than
community outreach efforts), especially at the local level in recent years.
Interest in and commitment to doing community-focused court planning
reportedly have waned in some courts across the state. The reasons given
include:
bad first time experiences;
budget cutbacks;
Concept and Value
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lack of staff and time given other demands and priorities;
concern that inappropriate questions or topics may be raised in
community forums;
lack of in-house expertise and skills to plan and implement community
involvement effectively;
the inability of the local courts to meet the expectations of, or
implement the ideas generated by, the community due to a lack of local
resources; and
statewide strategic planning and budgeting processes that do not allow
for local autonomy or flexibility to implement innovative programs/
services and ideas from CwC activities.
Despite the difficulties in conducting and maintaining community-focused
court planning activities, most court leaders acknowledge the value and
importance of engaging constituencies, particularly in light of the Judicial
Council‘s recent public trust and confidence studies, which emphasize the
importance of expanding court and community collaboration and connecting
more with communities as a way to increase the public’s trust and confidence in
the courts. But, in doing so, some court leaders are calling for improvements in
methods of obtaining input from and working with constituency groups.
Specifically, critics and skeptics of community-focused court planning suggest
(1) a broader concept of what constitutes the “community,” (2) more
involvement approaches than just community forums or focus groups, and (3)
more purposes than merely court planning.

Definition of CwC
The time has come to build on the experiences of the past and transition to an
expanded concept. The following is suggested:
“Connecting with Constituencies” (CwC)
as an expanded and improved concept. CwC, along with other key terms and
concepts, are defined below.

CwC is:
A process of engaging constituency groups in meaningful
dialogue for purposes of assisting in
court improvement efforts.
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This definition has four main components.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Engaging is a process of working collaboratively with groups of people
that use or have a stake/interest in the courts. 1 Engagement can include
activities of different levels of intensity, such as educating constituency
groups, to listening to, getting feedback from, understanding perceptions
and needs of, deliberating with, developing mutual understanding
among, involving, and collaborating with others.
Constituency Groups. The definition of constituency groups is any
group that uses, is a partner with, or has a stake/interest in improving the
courts. The public at large or community as a whole may be one
constituency group, but there are many other groups or sub-groups that
courts may want to engage. Examples include the public and private bar,
jurors, justice system partners, social and human services partners,
community leaders, self-represented litigants, families that are involved
in the courts, and specific groups in the community (e.g., different
racial, ethnic, or cultural groups, seniors, non-English speaking), among
others.
Dialogue is a two-way process that explores common ground and seeks
mutual understanding. 2 Within the two-way interaction of CwC, there
may be a need for some educational or information sharing (one-way)
activities, but they are undertaken primarily to provide a context to help
facilitate the two-way dialogue.
Court improvement efforts cover a wide range of activities, including
court planning, but also assessing performance, establishing priorities,
solving problems, and improving existing services and programs or
creating new ones, to name a few.

1

CDC/ATSDR Committee on Community Engagement, Principles of Community Engagement
(Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 1997).
2
D. Yankelovich, The Magic of Dialogue. (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1999).
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Engaging

Constituency
Groups

Dialogue

Court
Improvement
Efforts

Comparison With Community-Focused Court Planning
and Community Outreach
This new concept – CwC – includes both significant and subtle differences to
that of community-focused court planning and community outreach. Below are
the definitions of community-focused court planning and community outreach,
for comparison purposes.

CommunityFocused Court
Planning

Community
Outreach

Community-focused court planning is a process of involving the community in
the court’s strategic planning efforts. In the past, some court leaders have
interpreted “community” to mean exclusively the public or community at large.
Others, have interpreted community more broadly to include the community,
court users, partners, and stakeholders. Examples of community-focused court
planning events and processes include conducting community forums and focus
groups, and forming community advisory committees.
Community outreach includes activities aimed at educating, informing, or
sharing information with the public or community about the judicial branch.
The primary purpose of community outreach is to educate and/or inform others
about the courts and interact with them in a positive way. Examples include
speaker’s bureaus, court tours, open houses, informational brochures, Web site
improvements, and informational videos, to name a few.
In sum, all three approaches to bringing the courts into contact with their
outside stakeholders serve important purposes for the courts and the
stakeholders.
•

Community outreach is aimed at informing people about the courts. Its
focus is to educate people about the courts and the services they
provide.

•

Community-focused court planning is aimed at hearing from people
outside the courts. Its primary purpose is to listen to people’s
perceptions and expectations of the courts and involve them in
establishing a plan and/or strategic direction for the courts.

•

CwC is aimed at engaging and collaborating with constituency groups
for purposes of improving the courts.
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Features of CwC
The major features of CwC are as follows.
1. CwC encompasses a two-way (or multiple-way) dialogue.

CwC’s objectives range from gathering information from constituency
groups, to understanding expectations and perceptions, to creating mutual
understanding, to jointly solving problems, to assisting in implementation
efforts.
2. CwC includes a choice of methods/approaches.

CwC encompasses a menu of effective approaches for designing a two-way
dialogue, beyond just community forums or focus groups. In short, there are
a variety of methods courts can choose from to successfully implement
CwC.
3. “Constituencies” is a multi-faceted and more inclusive concept.

The term “constituencies” recognizes the many different groups that use or
have an interest in the courts, such as different segments of the population,
community leaders, court users, jurors, stakeholders, justice system and
social service partners, the bar, schools, and others.
4. CwC has multiple purposes that extend beyond court planning.

Courts can use CwC for purposes of understanding perceptions and
expectations, court planning, identifying and solving problems, establishing
priorities, gathering feedback, establishing new and/or improving existing
programs and services, and the like.
In short, CwC expands on community-focused court planning both in scope and
content. CwC expands in scope by (1) including a broad range of different
constituency groups (beyond just the public or community at large) and (2)
applying to a range of court improvement activities, not just court planning. It
expands in content by (1) requiring two-way interactions and meaningful
dialogue (and not just activities to educate or inform the community about the
courts) and (2) providing a menu of effective approaches for CwC (beyond just
community forums and focus groups), which are discussed in detail in Section
3.

Concept and Value
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CwC:
Expansion
in Scope &
Content

The Value of CwC
Organizations of all types, including public sector organizations, can benefit
from CwC. While it is recognized that courts are different from private and
other public sector organizations (e.g., different branch of government, different
purpose, different values), there are a variety of national trends occurring that
call for doing business differently. They include:
•
•
•
•
•

declining public trust and confidence in the courts over the past couple
of decades;
a call by the public and legislative/funding bodies for courts to be more
accountable;
increasing competition for limited public resources;
increasing demands and expectations placed on service organizations
(including the courts) as a result of the quality movement over the past
several decades; and
a need to preserve the independence of the judicial branch while being
responsive to the needs of court users, partners, and stakeholders.

The premise is that the above will be enhanced or mitigated by courts’ building
stronger ties to constituency groups and engaging them in appropriate ways in
court improvement efforts.
The following are the five most important benefits of CwC for the courts.

1

1.

CwC builds “trust equity” with constituency groups.

Nationally, public trust and confidence in the courts have declined over
the past couple of decades. Court leaders must continue to take
proactive steps to reverse this trend.
CwC provides effective ways to involve and engage constituencies in
court planning and other improvement efforts, positively influencing
their opinions of the courts (if done well!). Together with other
changes, these efforts will build “trust equity” with constituency groups
that will result in increased trust and confidence in the courts.

2

2.

CwC makes good business sense.

Engaging consumers and constituency groups in improvement efforts is
a prudent organizational practice, especially for service-oriented
organizations such as courts. It is a common practice of effective
organizations.
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Listening to, involving, and collaborating with constituency groups
provides court leaders with a “reality check” – seeing the court’s
services and programs through an “outsider’s” lens.
Finally, engaging constituency groups sends a positive message. It
demonstrates a responsiveness to constituency groups’ needs,
expectations, suggestions, and ideas, and a commitment to providing
improved court services.
3.

CwC improves court improvement efforts; it yields better
results/outcomes.

Court planning and improvement efforts are enhanced when diverse
views are heard and considered. Specifically, the results and/or
outcomes from CwC events/processes (e.g., a strategic plan, a solution
to a court problem, ideas for implementing a new service) are usually
better when constituency groups are involved. They have a unique
perspective that adds value to the court improvement effort.

3

Engaging constituency groups can help ensure that courts do not plan in
a vacuum or become too isolated or insular from the “real world,” a
criticism often heard.
4.

CwC increases understanding of and support for the courts.

CwC represents effective ways to engage constituency groups in
meaningful dialogue for a variety of purposes. Undoubtedly, this
process will increase their understanding of the courts. While assisting
in the improvement activities, they will learn about the purposes of
courts, the core values of the judicial branch, the services and programs
courts provide, and the challenges they face, to name a few, resulting in
greater support for the courts. Ambassadors – spokespersons on behalf
of the courts – emerge.

4

Constituency group members are also voters and can help influence the
views and actions of state and local legislative bodies.
5.

CwC increases collaboration with constituency groups; it
fosters effective partnerships.

The courts, although a separate branch of government, are a part of a
complex, inextricably linked justice and human service system. While
they must maintain their independence, it has become increasingly
important for them to establish appropriate working relationships with a
multitude of public, private, and not-for-profit entities, all with an eye
toward improving justice for all.

Concept and Value
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5

In short, CwC sets forth effective ways to jointly solve problems, make
system improvements, and form long-lasting, meaningful partnerships,
which are necessary to deliver the highest quality of justice system
services to the public.

CwC and Public Trust and Confidence
CwC can play a role in helping the courts address the concerns raised in the
Phase 1 and Phase 2 public trust and confidence studies undertaken by the
Judicial Council. The following concerns, in particular, could be the focus of
CwC activities. (A more detailed summary of the Phase 1 survey results is
presented in Appendix B.)
Barriers to
Access

Access to
Information
About the
Courts

Providing
Assistance to
SelfRepresented
Litigants

Lack of
Understanding:
Non-English
Speaking &
Culturally
Diverse

1.

Barriers to Access. The public trust and confidence studies provide rich
information about barriers to the court system, and barriers and potential
barriers to taking a case to court. Reported barriers include the cost of
hiring an attorney, the time it takes away from home and work,
uneasiness about what might happen at court, the lack of child-care
facilities at the court, and difficulty with the English language, among
others.

2.

Access to Information About the Courts. A recurring theme of the
public trust and confidence studies was a lack of information about the
courts. Court users reported a general lack of knowledge of court
procedures, a difficulty in obtaining information from staff or on the
telephone, and difficulty in determining where to go in the courthouse.
One source of information that was mentioned positively, for those who
were able to use it, was the Web.

3.

Providing Assistance to Self-Represented Litigants. The public trust
and confidence studies confirmed the difficulties that self-represented
litigants have in understanding court procedures, how to behave in
court, and the judge’s order. Further, the judges added that cases
involving self-represented litigants take longer and use more court
resources.

4.

Lack of Understanding by Non-English–Speaking and Culturally
Diverse Litigants. Non-English–speaking litigants and litigants who
speak English but are from different cultures have difficulty
understanding what is happening in court, and this affects their
perceptions of fairness. Further, there is a perception that some
interpreters may be providing incomplete or inaccurate translations. In
addition, non-English–speaking and other minority litigants sometimes
feel that judges and staff are impatient with them, and that some staff
and bailiffs are rude, unwilling to listen, and treat minorities unfairly.
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5.

Needs of a Diverse Population. One major finding of the public trust
and confidence studies was that court users from minority populations
feel marginalized in court. Court users from minority populations
reported that they would feel more confident if they saw more judges
and court staff who were like them. They also saw a need for more
cultural understanding.

Needs of
Diverse
Population

6.

Procedural Fairness. Perceptions of fairness of the court process by
court users relate strongly to their expression of trust and confidence in
the courts. The public trust and confidence studies found that, among
court users, the perception that the process is fair translates into greater
trust and confidence more than does a favorable outcome.

Procedural
Fairness

7.

Improving Case Processing in High-Volume Courts. The public trust
and confidence studies indicated that high-volume courts, traffic and
small claims, are perceived as inefficient and inconvenient by litigants.
In particular, litigants complain about long lines and waiting time,
causing lost time from work. As these two courts touch the most
litigants, they can have a disproportionate negative effect on general
public trust and confidence in the courts.

8.

Accountability for the Use of Public Funds. The public trust and
confidence studies revealed a misperception by litigants that the courts
have access to abundant financial resources.

Conclusion
It is our belief that CwC is an important activity for courts that are committed to
better serving the public and engaging in improvement efforts. In doing so,
however, it is critically important for court leaders to apply and adapt the
“science and art of CwC” (described in more detail in Section 4) to their
specific goals and objectives, to their local legal culture, to the needs and
interests of the targeted constituency groups, and to the specific engagement
activity, in order to ensure an effective event or process.

Concept and Value
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Case
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Accountability
for Use of
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Section 3:

CWC: A MENU OF APPROACHES
Introduction
As a process of engaging constituency groups in meaningful dialogue for
purposes of assisting in court improvement efforts, “connecting with
constituencies” (CwC) by its very nature suggests that a range of approaches
must be utilized. Community forums and focus groups, the two approaches that
reportedly have been used in or affiliated most with community-focused court
planning efforts, are just two of the many approaches that courts can utilize.
This section presents a menu of approaches that can be used to CwC.
The choice of approaches depends on what the court wants to accomplish.
Some of the factors that can affect which approach will be most effective
include: (1) the type of court improvement activity; (2) the purpose and
outcomes the court is striving to achieve from the CwC event/process; (3) the
constituency group the court is engaging; (4) the comfort level of the court’s
leadership with the different engagement approaches; (5) past experiences in
engaging a particular constituency group; and (6) the resources that the court
has available, such as staff time and skills and outside assistance.

CwC Approaches
Below is a menu of approaches that courts can use to CwC. The list below is
not exhaustive. Rather, it includes a wide range of approaches that have proven
to be effective to date. In addition to the 11 approaches listed, however, there
are a variety of combinations – or hybrid approaches – that can be effective in
CwC.
Exhibit 3-1 presents a continuum of approaches by level of involvement (i.e.,
from lower levels to higher levels of involvement/intensity). We view level of
involvement as comprising the five dimensions: (1) intimacy; (2) mutuality; (3)
orientation toward action; (4) personal responsibility; and (5) level of effort.
These dimensions are defined and described in the Exhibit.
Exhibit 3-2 presents a tabular display of the menu of approaches. The table
includes a brief description of each approach, a couple of examples, and
strengths and weaknesses. The approaches in the table are presented in the
same order as they appear along the continuum in Exhibit 3-1.
The 11 approaches discussed are as follows:
1.

Comment Cards/Forms: preprinted forms/feedback sheets.

CwC: A Menu of Approaches
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2.

Surveys: survey questionnaires.

3.

Informal Gatherings: informal, informational sharing meetings.

4.

Large Forums: structured, large group meetings (e.g., 75, 100, 200

participants).
5.

Small Forums: structured, medium-sized group meetings (e.g., 25-50

participants).
6.

Focus Groups: facilitated and structured, small group discussions (e.g.,

10-12 people).
7.

Existing Committees: standing court committees that include justice

system partners and other stakeholders.
8.

Advisory Committees: court advisory committees that include justice

system partners, stakeholders, and/or community leaders/members.
9.

Specific Issue/Working Groups: small groups of individuals from

inside and outside the courts formed to work on specific projects.
10.

Joint Court-Constituency Planning Committees: a planning

committee comprised of both internal and external members.
11.

Implementation Teams: joint court and external member teams that

work together to implement/follow-through on specific projects or
system improvements.
While Exhibit 3-1 presents the approaches as a continuum, in fact the level of
involvement for each approach can vary on one or more of the dimensions
described in the Exhibit, depending on the way in which the approach is
conducted. For example, with regard to existing committees, advisory
committees, and specific issue working groups, one or more of the dimensions
of level of involvement could be affected by, among other things:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the size of the committee;
the breadth of the committee’s charge;
the extent to which membership changes periodically or remains
constant over time;
the duration of the committee’s existence (continuing, time limited,
issue or project limited);
the needs of the constituent groups that the participants represent; and
differences among participants in background, language, and subject
matter knowledge.
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Exhibit 3-1
Connecting with Constituencies (CwC):
Menu of Approaches By Level of Involvement
Higher Level of
Involvement

Lower Level of
Involvement

Comment
Cards/Forms

Informal
Gatherings

Surveys

Existing
Committees

Small
Forums

Large
Forums

Focus
Groups

Lower level of involvement means:
1. Less interaction & frequency: gathering input/feedback from,
listening to, informal discussions with … on an infrequent basis.
2. Less orientation toward action: focus is on information
gathering, brainstorming ideas, & problem identification.
3. Less individual ownership: greater anonymity, less personal
responsibility.

Specific
Issue/
Working
Groups
Advisory
Committees

Implementation
Teams

Joint Court/
Constituency
Planning
Committees

Higher level of involvement means:
1. More interaction and frequency: understanding perceptions
and needs, deliberating with, developing mutual understanding,
collaborating with … on a regular, ongoing basis.
2. Greater orientation toward action: focus is on strategy
development, making recommendations, action planning, &
implementation.
3. Greater personal ownership: more of a need to develop
relationships and build trust, more personal responsibility.

CwC: A Menu of Approaches
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Comment
Cards/Forms

Description
Forms/feedback sheets, which
can include both closed or
open-ended questions

•

•
•
•
•

Examples
Comment cards/feedback
sheets available to court
users (e.g., litigants, jurors)
after receiving court
services or attending court
events
Juror comment cards
E-mail messages
Comment area on Web site
Internet chat room/court
blog

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths
Easy to administer –
available to everyone
Short, pre-printed forms that
include a couple of key
questions
Informal and ongoing
feedback process
Can reach a large number of
people
Requires minimal staff time
Good way to gather court
user information; can easily
be incorporated into
planning & other
improvement activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Weaknesses
Usually low response rate
Respondents may/may not
be representative
Questions typically are
general
Don’t know the reasons for
the responses
May get extreme opinions
Responses usually not
entered into a database or
analyzed statistically
Court cannot follow up with
respondents, as feedback is
anonymous
Judges usually do not see
the comments
Often only one court staff
member reads the
comments, and they are not
compiled for others
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CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Surveys (webbased,
electronic,
paper)

Description
Survey questionnaires for
purposes of gathering opinions
or feedback and used to help
measure the court’s
performance (e.g.,
effectiveness, satisfaction,
etc.); usually include both
closed and open-ended
questions

•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Court user satisfaction
surveys
Survey of jurors
Survey of attorneys
Survey/comment section on
court Web site
Exit interviews

•

•

•
•

•

Informal
Gatherings with
Court
Leadership

Informal, information sharing
meetings with the court’s
leadership; can be a one-time
event or regularly scheduled
gatherings

•
•
•

PJ’s breakfast
Clergy Day
Judge brown bag lunches
with attorneys

•
•

Strengths
Internet and survey software
are available to help
administer & compile
results
Typically include a more
comprehensive set of
questions around important
areas
Responses are usually
entered into a database and
can be analyzed statistically
When administered in
established intervals (e.g.,
every two years), can
compare results/progress
over time
Good way to gather
feedback; can easily be
incorporated into planning
& other improvement
activities
Unstructured, informal, and
relaxed meetings
Good for getting to know
others, building
relationships, and
hearing/discussing concerns

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Weaknesses
Requires expertise to design
a good survey
Requires considerable staff
time to design, administer,
analyze, summarize, and
interpret survey results
Participation is likely to be
sporadic
Respondents may/may not
be representative
Don’t know the reasons for
the responses
Participation is limited to
those who have web access
(for web surveys)
May need surveys translated
into different languages to
solicit views of diverse
groups
Court cannot follow up with
respondents, because they
are anonymous
Because they are
unstructured meetings,
important subjects may not
be discussed/missed
Discussions may move into
inappropriate areas unless
safeguards are taken
Participation may be
irregular due to informality
Usually there is no record
created of what was said
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Large Forums

Description
Structured, large group
meetings (e.g., 75, 100, 200
participants) that include
facilitated, small group breakout sessions; usually ½ or full
day meetings to help develop
the court’s strategic plan,
although shorter meetings may
be used depending on the range
of issues to be addressed

•
•
•

Examples
Large court-community
meeting
Large stakeholder/partner
meeting
Neighborhood forum

•
•
•

•

Strengths
Can reach large numbers of
people
Usually a one-time event (or
once per year; once every
couple of years)
Brings all participants
together at one time; builds
relationships & promotes
information sharing &
dialogue
Good for collecting lots of
opinions/ideas

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Weaknesses
Require careful design and
planning, & ample time
(e.g., ½ or full day) to
ensure information &
activities are meaningful
Difficult to get large
numbers of attendees
Require facilitators/
recorders for each of the
break-out groups
Not very effective for
problem-solving or dialogue
unless done in small break
out sessions
Need a strong, skilled
facilitator
Need large meeting location
with break out rooms and
parking
Added cost for
refreshments/lunch
May need multiple
interpreters and significant
staff resources
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Small Forums

Description
Structured, medium-sized
group meetings (e.g., 25-50
people) that include facilitated,
small group break-out sessions;
usually a 2-4 hour meeting to
develop the court’s strategic
plan or focus on an issue

•
•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Symposium with attorneys
Business community &
legislator forum
Bench/bar retreat
Smaller community forums
(than the large forums)
Smaller stakeholder/partner
Forums (than the large
forums)
Targeted issue forums

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Strengths
More manageable than large
forums (fewer people)
Can involve relatively large
numbers of people
Good for collecting lots of
opinions/ideas; can be more
focused/specific than large
forums
Better for problem-solving/
dialogue (than large forums)
Usually a one-time event (or
one/twice each year)
May be used to recruit focus
group participants

•
•

•
•
•

Weaknesses
Involve fewer numbers of
people (than large forums)
Require careful design &
planning, and ample time
(e.g., ½ day) to ensure
information & activities are
meaningful
Need a strong, skilled
facilitator
Added costs for
refreshments/lunch
May need multiple
interpreters and significant
staff resources
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Focus Groups

Description
Facilitated & structured, small
group discussions (e.g., 10-12
individuals usually with a
common experience);
participants are part of a
targeted group

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Parents in dependency cases
Juveniles in delinquency
cases
Small claims litigants
Spanish-speaking (or other
language) litigants
Private bar
Jurors
Treatment providers
Law enforcement
County agencies
Media

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Strengths
Participants are known in
advance because they are
part of a targeted group
Organizations, associations,
and other entities can assist
with selecting participants
Can probe issues in-depth; a
good way to truly
understand expectations,
perceptions, & suggestions
Good for soliciting general
information (e.g., input to
update the court’s strategic
plan) or information about a
specific issues
Can be held for specific
language groups
Typically last 1-2 hours
each
Smaller groups allow
participants more time to
talk
Participants may respond to
each other’s ideas
They are good for
identifying problems

•

•

•
•

•

Weaknesses
More difficult to recruit
court user focus group
participants; may need to
conduct court user focus
groups in the evenings
Quality of the discussion
may depend on the skill of
the facilitator & the
knowledge/experiences of
participants
Involve fewer numbers of
people (unless many
sessions are conducted)
Require care in facilitating,
including setting rules at the
outset, to assure that one
person doesn’t dominate
and people feel safe talking
Analysis requires looking
for patterns in answers that
illuminate underlying issues
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Existing
Committees

Description
Justice system partners/other
stakeholders as members on
standing court committees;
these committees are working
committees and usually focus
on a specific issue area

•
•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Court/Media Committee
Civil Case Management
Committee
Bench/Bar Committee
Family Violence Council
Bench/Law Enforcement
Committee
Local Public Safety
Coordinating Committees
(required by statute for
every county in Oregon)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advisory
Committees

Justice system partners, other
stakeholders, and/or
community leaders as members
on court advisory committees;
can focus on specific areas or
broader, organizational matters

•
•
•

Community-Focused Court
Planning Advisory
Committee
Drug Court Planning &
Advisory Committee
Access & Fairness Advisory
Committee

•

•
•
•

•
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Strengths
Usually focus on a specific
issue area
Regular meeting times (e.g.,
monthly)
Foster effective
relationships & partnerships
with members
Usually include a relatively
small number of people –
very manageable
Allow for continuing
assessment of problems
Effective for problemsolving, open dialogue
(finding common ground &
developing mutual
understanding), &
collaboration
Provide an opportunity for
interaction among system
actors and others & for them
to “advise” the court
Involve members in an
advisory capacity in
important court matters
Usually include a relatively
small number of people –
very manageable
Effective forum for
educating members and
fostering dialogue and
collaboration
Good for identifying
possible solutions or
strategies

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Weaknesses
Difficult to maintain focus
& momentum over time
Can be time intensive or
require a long-term
commitment (e.g., 1-2
years)
Usually do not include
community leaders/public
members; if non-justice
members are included, may
need to be educated so they
can participate effectively
Typically do not focus on
broad, long-term
organizational issues such
as topics relevant for court
planning
Difficult to maintain focus
& momentum over time
Can be time intensive or
require a long-term
commitment (e.g., 1-2
years)
Community/public members
may need to be educated so
they can participate
effectively
Must be willing to receive
and use the committee’s
recommendations/advice
Need a strong, committed,
& effective leader to
succeed
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Specific
Issue/Working
Groups

Description
Small groups of individuals
from inside and outside the
courts formed to work on
specific projects for a short
period of time

•
•

Examples
Procedural Fairness Work
Group
Self-Represented Litigants
Work Group

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
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Strengths
Include a small number of
people – very manageable
Include people with specific
expertise in the area
Issues and objectives are
clear
Provide for input from &
involvement of external
parties into specific issues
or problems
Provide extra resources to
the court for working on a
specific area
Best if work intensively for
a relatively short period of
time & then disband
Effective forum for solving
problems, open dialogue,
collaborating, &
implementing changes
Good for developing action
plans

•
•

•

•

•

•

Weaknesses
Require sophisticated
members who are familiar
with the issues
Can be time intensive (e.g.,
meet weekly); requires a
serious commitment of all
participants to be successful
Community/public members
will likely need to be
educated so they can
participate effectively
May experience mission
creep & lose focus; there is
a reluctance to disband
when the work has been
completed
Must meet regularly, stay
focused, & demonstrate
progress/results or it is
difficult to maintain
momentum/succeed
Need a strong, organized, &
effective leader to succeed
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EXHIBIT 3-2:
CwC APPROACHES
Approach
Joint CourtConstituency
Planning
Committees

Description
A planning committee
comprised of both internal and
external members (e.g.,
community leaders, partners,
stakeholders) that assesses the
court’s performance, jointly
develops strategic priorities or
system improvements, etc.

•
•
•

Examples
Court-Community Planning
Committee
Criminal Justice
Coordinating Council
Community Justice
Planning Council

•

•
•

•
•
•

Implementation
Teams

Joint court and external
member teams that work
together to implement/followthrough on the strategic plan,
improvement priorities, system
improvements, etc.

•

•

Interdisciplinary team to
reduce access barriers such
as the cost of legal
representation
Team to effect changes in
high volume courts for
purposes of improving
perceptions of procedural
fairness

•
•
•

•
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Strengths
Can obtain constituency
input & involvement into
the court’s broad strategic
plan &/or system
improvement efforts
Include a small number of
people – very manageable
Effective forum for looking
at the big picture and long –
term, and for fostering open
dialogue and collaboration
Build strong relationships &
partnerships
Build high level of
commitment to the end
product
Good for identifying
resources and developing
support
Involve a small number of
key people who are key to
effecting change
Provide extra manpower to
implementation efforts
Will usually succeed if they
have a strong leader, a clear
charge & plan, have the
right members, & are
empowered to do their work
Usually result in strong
relationships & partnerships

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Weaknesses
Can be time intensive &
requires a long-term
commitment
Community/public members
may need to be educated to
participate effectively
Can slow down the planning
process
Some information may not
be appropriate for external
members to hear
Puts some decision-making
in the hands of non-court
members; court leaders
must be willing to relinquish
this control

Very time intensive
Must have the right people
on the team; they must be
fully committed
Must have a champion that
can help eliminate barriers
that emerge while the team
is doing its work
Puts responsibility for
effecting change in the
hands of a small, diverse
team
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Section 4:

IMPLEMENTING CwC
Introduction
Conducting “connecting with constituencies” (CwC) events and processes takes
considerable time, effort, and commitment. Experience shows that CwC is not
something that can be done well initially and/or sustained over the years
without sufficient time, a great deal of planning and effort, and commitment
from the court’s leadership.
Implementing CwC well involves applying both science and art. The science
comes from many different disciplines, such as sociology, political science,
cultural anthropology, organizational psychology, organizational development,
social work, and others that draw from the literature on community
participation, community engagement, constituency building, community
psychology, group dynamics, cultural influence, etc.1
The art comes into play by having enough understanding, and the skills and
sensitivity, to apply and adapt the science in ways to fit the specific
constituency group and the purposes of the specific engagement effort(s).2 The
artistic nature of CwC then occurs when designing, customizing, and planning
engagement activities that are appropriate for, and take into consideration the
needs of, respective constituency groups.
This section combines the science and art of implementing successful CwC
activities. It:
•

sets forth the important steps for planning, conducting, and followingup CwC efforts; and

•

includes techniques for reaching under-represented constituency
groups.

Tips for success (i.e., dos and don’ts) and answers to frequently asked questions
are presented in Section 5.

1

CDC/ATSDR Committee on Community Engagement, Principles of Community Engagement
(Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 1997.)
2
Ibid, 1997.
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Steps to Conducting CwC Events/Processes
Below are important steps for planning, conducting, and following-up CwC
events and processes. The steps are as follows
1.

Define the purpose and/or desired outcomes of the event/
process.
Identify the constituency group(s) to be included.
Identify who – specific individuals that – will be invited to
attend/participate in the CwC event or process.
Select a CwC approach that will be most effective given your
desired outcomes and the constituency group.
Plan logistics and prepare materials.
Conduct the CwC event/process.
Follow-up with CwC participants.
Use the information gathered to effect change/improvements.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The aforementioned steps appear, but are not necessarily, sequential. While
there is a logical flow to the steps, there may be instances where steps are
completed concurrently and/or the sequence is modified, particularly if a court
is in the middle of the process rather than at the beginning. In any event, all of
these steps are important to planning, conducting, and following-up successful
CwC events and processes, but they may occur concurrently and/or in a
different order depending on the situation.
1.

Define the purpose and/or desired outcomes of the CwC event
or process.

This step requires clearly defining the purpose and desired outcomes of
the CwC event/process. Being clear about the purpose and desired
outcomes is essential for many reasons, including: (1) determining who
should be involved, (2) the role participants will assume, (3) the CwC
approach(es) that will be most effective (4) the specific content that will
be covered and/or the information that will be solicited, and (5) how the
information will be used, to name a few.
Two primary questions should be answered in this step of the planning
phase:
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•

Why is the court conducting a CwC event/process (e.g., what is
the purpose of the event/process)?

•

What does the court want to accomplish (e.g., what does the
court want to get out of the event or process)?
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Examples of Purposes
The purpose of the (CwC event) is to gather opinions and ideas from participants that will
help the court:
Update its strategic plan.
Evaluate a specific court program or service.
Develop a new court program for a specified type of case.
Solve a court-related problem (e.g., access barriers, case management issue).
Explore better ways to serve a specific constituency group (e.g. different
race/ethnic cultures, treatment providers, seniors, families, non-English speaking
and/or self-represented litigants).
Implement a new technology.
The purpose of the (CwC event) is to:
Understand court users’ needs and expectations of the court.
Gather feedback about the court’s services.
Identify strengths and weaknesses of the court.
Identify trends likely to impact the courts in the next 10 years.

Desired outcomes can vary widely, depending on the purpose of the
CwC event/process. Some sample outcomes are provided below.
Sample Outcomes
After the (CwC event), the court will have the following:
A list of court users’ expectations of the court.
Participants’ vision of the future – what the court will look like performing at its
best.
A list of the court’s strengths and weaknesses.
A list of the opportunities and threats facing the court in the future.
A list of trends impacting the court and the likely implications.
Brainstormed strategic issues the court must deal with in the future to achieve its
mission and move toward its vision of the future.
Brainstormed strategic projects.
Participants’ feedback on the court’s vision, long-term goals, and draft strategies.
An implementation plan for a strategic project.
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2.

Identify the constituency group(s) to be included.

This step includes identifying the targeted audience(s) – constituency
group(s) – to be included in the CwC event/process, based on the
articulated purpose and desired outcomes defined in Step 1. It requires
identifying the constituency group(s) that are most appropriate to
engage and/or are needed to achieve the desired outcomes.
As noted in Section 2, the term “constituencies” is defined as any group
that uses, is a partner with, and/or has a stake/interest in improving the
courts.
Examples of Constituency Groups
Community leaders (e.g., local political, social, minority, faith-based, labor
leaders)
Court users (e.g., litigants, parents, foster care children, juveniles, self-represented
and non-English speaking litigants, disabled, drug court participants, business
representatives)
Jurors
Attorneys (public and private)
Different racial, ethnic, or cultural groups
Justice system partners (e.g., law enforcement, social services, treatment
providers, schools)
Local and state legislators and other policy makers
County agencies/partners
Academic community
Below are considerations for deciding the constituency group(s) for the
CwC event:
•
•
•
•
•
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Which constituency groups are best able to provide you with the
input/information you are soliciting?
Which constituency groups will be affected by the court
improvement effort?
Will you get diverse views and perspectives?
Which groups are likely to view the change favorably and
unfavorably (e.g., which groups will likely support the change
and resist the change)?
Which groups are needed to effect change?
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3.

Identify who – specific individuals that – will be invited to
attend/participate in the CwC event/process.

With the purpose and outcomes defined and the constituency group(s)
identified, next it is important to identify the specific individuals that
will be invited to attend. Alternatively, if it is not possible to know the
names of the people, identify how the individuals will be recruited for
the event/process (e.g., from the jury pool, community leaders, members
of the family bar, members of the minority bar, civic organizations,
members of the drug court treatment teams, etc.).
Some things to consider when identifying individuals are as follows.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form a diverse group (e.g., by race, ethnicity, gender, age,
experience, etc.).
Include both supporters and detractors (e.g., known critics);
don’t just include “friends” of the court.
Select people who are willing to speak honestly and are of
“reasonable minds” (i.e., willing to listen and collaborate).
Seek people with first-hand experience with the courts and/or
specialized knowledge.
Identify formal and informal leaders of the community or
specific constituency group.
Include decision-makers.

Note: broad, general invitations (e.g., advertisements in newspapers,
posted flyers, etc.) are NOT recommended. They rarely result in good
attendance, and attendees may or may not have the knowledge or
experience to be productive participants in the CwC process. Instead,
we recommend targeted invitations and/or targeted recruitment efforts.
See Section 5, discussion on tips for success and answers to frequently
asked questions, for more information about targeted invitations and/or
a personalized recruitment process.
4.

Select a CwC approach that will be most effective given your
desired outcomes and the constituency group.

This step includes two parts:
1. Consider and evaluate all of the CwC approaches based on
your desired outcomes and targeted constituency group(s)
(See Section 3); and
2. Select the approach(es) that will likely work the best – result
in the desired outcomes.
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Considerations for selecting an approach include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.

Does the purpose call for a “one-time” event or an ongoing
process (e.g., focus group session vs. participation on an
advisory committee)?
How much time can you request of participants (e.g., level of
intensity – one meeting, monthly or quarterly meetings)?
Do you want/need input from a relatively large or small number
of constituency group members?
Are you soliciting specific or general information (e.g., about a
specific service or general expectations of the courts)?
What is the comfort level of constituency members in speaking
in front of others/groups of people?
What are the dynamics and politics of constituency groups (e.g.,
degree of alignment, power relationships)?
What are the incentives (or disincentives) for constituency group
members to engage?

Plan logistics and prepare materials.

This step includes two parts:
1.
2.

Planning logistics and
Preparing materials.

Considerations for logistical planning are as follows.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Determine who will facilitate/conduct the event or process (e.g.,
judge, court executive, other staff member, external stakeholder,
external consultant).
Identify the date for the event and/or prepare a meeting schedule.
Select a location appropriate for the event (e.g., courthouse,
community center, local college/university, hotel, school,
library).
Develop and send letters of invitation.
Follow-up with participants to confirm participation (follow-up
on RSVPs) and do additional recruitment, if necessary.
Determine space needs and room set-up (e.g., large ballroom in
rounds, small meeting room in open-U shape, small conference
room at the courthouse, need for break-out rooms).
Arrange for refreshments and audio visual.
Plan for other miscellaneous matters such as parking, child care,
and the like.
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Preparing materials is also an important part of this step. It includes:
•
•
•

6.

Preparing pre-meeting materials for constituency group
members (e.g., background materials);
Developing an agenda with purpose statement and targeted
outcomes; and
Preparing other materials such as informational materials that
will provide needed background information, focus group
protocols/questions, copy of PowerPoint presentation, and
instructions for small groups.

Conduct the CwC event/process.

Conducting the event will usually go smoothly if the above planning
steps have been done well.
As a reminder, during the event/process it is critically important to
reiterate the purpose and targeted outcomes, establish ground rules for
interacting/working together, set the ethical boundaries, and manage the
process. Doing so will help (1) ensure that participants understand why
they are there and what they will/will not be discussing, (2) convey
expectations of participants and ensure that interaction is focused,
productive, and respectful, (3) ensure that questions and discussions do
not occur that will put judicial officers in a difficult/unethical situation,
and (4) ensure that the desired outcomes are achieved, everyone has had
an opportunity to be heard, and the sessions conclude on time.
7.

Follow-up with CwC participants.

Experience has borne out that CwC participants are usually happy to
give of their time if (1) they believe it is for a worthwhile cause and (2)
the information they share will actually be used – will result in decisions
or actions.
To demonstrate the court’s commitment to use the information, we
recommend that courts follow-up with CwC participants in the
following ways.
•

First, we recommend that a thank you letter be sent immediately
following the session.

•

Second, it is recommended that participants receive a written or
electronic summary of the session/meeting. This might be sent/
e-mailed with the thank you letter and/or sent/e-mailed
separately once completed.
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•

Third, depending on the purpose of the event/process, we
recommend that participants receive a letter/e-mail three, six, or
twelve months later, with an update of progress made and/or
accomplishments (e.g., a copy of the strategic plan, a status report
on implementation/action).
Alternatively, the court might post updates on its Web site or
provide follow-up information through the local media, including
newspapers, radio, and television.

8.

•

Fourth, we recommend that as appropriate, participants be invited to
further assist the court in its planning and/or improvement activities
(e.g., sit on an advisory committee, participate on a working group
to solve a problem/improve a service).

•

Finally, it is recommended that participants be reconvened
annually/biannually as part of the court’s ongoing planning and
improvement
activities.
Reconvening
participants
keeps
constituency groups involved with the court and allows the court to
demonstrate to them how their input/feedback assisted the court
previously and the items accomplished (or in progress) since the last
meeting.

Use the information gathered to effect change/improvements.

In order to use the information gathered at CwC events or from CwC
processes, it is essential to document and summarize the discussions (or
comment cards, surveys, etc.). A written summary will be extremely
valuable to court leaders since most of them will not have been present
during the activity (or extensively involved in the survey as an
example).
A first step in preparing a written summary, however, is summarizing
the raw notes/data from the CwC event/process. For example, it first is
necessary to type up the flip chart notes, transcribe tapes (if used with
the permission of focus group participants), run statistics on the survey
data, compile the information from the comment cards, and the like.
Once completed, a summary can be prepared.
When preparing a summary, we recommend that it include (1) a
description of the process (so it can be replicated and/or improved in the
future), (2) a summary of the main themes (e.g., issues, comments,
expectations), and (3) to the extent possible, enough detail to capture the
emotions as well as the content of the feedback.
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In addition to summarizing the information gathered, it is recommended
that the court’s leadership meet to discuss the data/information and
determine next steps. For example, the information might be used in the
court’s strategic planning process or passed along to a special working
group, among others. Meeting to review the information will ensure
that the court’s leadership has an overview of what CwC participants
had to say, which can then be directed to the appropriate court staff
member for action.

Techniques to Reach Under-Represented
Constituency Groups
A critical part of any comprehensive CwC effort is the ability to reach and
meaningfully engage constituency groups that typically do not connect with
government and do not have their needs heard. Most notably, new immigrant,
non-English speaking, and a variety of different racial, ethnic, and cultural
groups fall into this category. In a given jurisdiction, however, there may be
other groups that fall outside the attention of the policy-makers. Some
techniques to reach those groups include the following.
1.

Connect with local leaders or other trusted individuals who can serve as
intermediaries from under-represented constituency groups (e.g.,
community leaders, civic organizations, groups that work with specific
cultural/ethnic groups, respected elders, faith-based community,
schools/teachers, minority bar association, etc.). In particular, look for
formal and informal leaders who are connected to many individuals in a
particular constituency group.

2.

For some, going to the court might be intimidating, unfamiliar, or
inconvenient. It may be more appropriate to conduct the event/activities
in the local community (e.g., community center, local library,
college/university, etc.) – a venue familiar to the members of the
constituency group and one with which they are comfortable.

3.

Ask court staff/other partners that work with diverse constituency
groups (e.g., disabled, non-English speaking, foster care children, DUI
schools, jurors) to assist in recruiting people to participate in CwC
events/processes.

4.

Use multi-lingual and culturally diverse facilitators.

5.

Provide amenities to individuals for participating, such as day care,
transportation, and free parking.
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Section 5:

TIPS FOR SUCCESS & FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS)
Introduction
The literature and experiences from multiple disciplines have borne out several
keys to success. Specifically, a wide range of experiences with community
engagement activities across multiple disciplines as well as first-hand
experiences in the courts have taught us lessons about what it takes to plan and
conduct effective constituency engagement activities. Tips for success are
discussed below.
In addition, we have compiled a list of frequently asked questions about CwC
activities, which were derived from the CwC training sessions for the California
courts in September 2006 and our other consulting experiences. The answers to
frequently asked questions are presented below.
In sum, this section includes:
•
•

Ten tips for success (i.e., dos and don’ts); and
Answers to 14 frequently asked questions (FAQs).

Tips for Success
Below are ten “tips for success” tailored specifically for courts. If followed,
common pitfalls will be avoided/minimized and the odds of having a positive
and effective experience are enhanced.
The ten tips are as follows. A discussion of each is presented next.
1.
2.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Conduct structured and facilitated events/processes.
Target individuals to participate and/or develop a personalized
recruitment process.
Develop a clear purpose and targeted outcomes for the CwC
event/process.
Engage diverse constituency groups.
Manage expectations and define “ethical” boundaries.
Engage in a two-way dialogue; listen.
Take action and communicate results.
Maintain and/or regain momentum.
Select a skillful facilitator.
Facilitate skillfully.

Tips & FAQs
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3.

1.

1

Conduct structured and facilitated events/processes.

For courts’ purposes, we recommend that CwC events and processes be
structured and facilitated. CwC events seem to be most productive and
effective if they:
•
•
•

have structure,
have a clear focus, and
are facilitated by a skilled internal or external facilitator who is
able to keep the event/process on track, can define and enforce
boundaries (see below), manages participants and the process,
and ensures that the desired outcomes are accomplished.

In sum, although there are a few exceptions, generally we do not
recommend that courts hold unstructured public forums or town hall
meetings, which are likely to turn into gripe sessions, and/or discussions
about judicial decisions or other political or irrelevant (e.g.,
environmental clean up, public transportation) issues. If open and
unstructured forums are used to CwC, additional safeguards should be
taken to ensure that they are productive and result in useful information.
The court should consider using an external facilitator when: (1) it does
not have an internal facilitator with the necessary skills; or (2) the court
needs someone outside the court staff to serve as a filter between the
court and the participants.
2.

2

Target individuals to participate and/or develop a personalized
recruitment process.

When conducting CwC events/processes, personal invitations and/or
personalized recruitment processes are most effective. Past experiences
have borne out that notices to the entire public of open meetings (e.g.,
advertisements in newspapers for town hall meetings, flyers on court
counters) are not the most effective way to ensure adequate attendance
and meaningful participation in court planning or improvement
activities. Consequently, the following are recommended.
•
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We suggest that courts identify and invite specific individuals to
attend/participate in CwC events/processes. This does not
necessarily mean having the court staff hand pick individuals,
but rather identifying individuals through constituency group
representatives. A letter from the presiding judge is especially
effective in enticing invitees to participate. In doing so, however,
special attention must be paid to including diverse participants
with diverse experiences and views.
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•

When courts want to involve constituency groups that they are
not well connected to, we recommend reaching out to
community and other local leaders to identify participants. In
addition, court staff and other partners can be helpful in
identifying and recruiting court users such as parents, nonEnglish speaking or self-represented litigants, foster care
children, treatment providers, and jurors, among others. (See
Section 4 for additional suggestions for reaching underrepresented constituency groups.)

Targeted invitations and/or personalized recruitment processes have
proven to be effective in identifying participants, increasing attendance,
and gathering pertinent information that can be useful in court
improvement efforts.
3.

Develop a clear purpose and targeted outcomes for the CwC
event/process.

Clearly defining the purpose and outcomes are critically important to
planning and conducting successful CwC events/processes. They are
instrumental and helpful in the following ways.
•

They help to determine who should be involved, the type of
approach that is chosen, the agenda, and the meeting process.

•

They also are important for evaluating the effectiveness of the
event/process (e.g., were the desired outcomes achieved).

•

In addition, having a clear purpose will help the court to
determine the topics to be addressed in the event, design
appropriate questions and protocols, and analyze the information
received.

•

For facilitated meetings, a clearly defined purpose helps the
facilitator keep the discussion focused and strive to achieve
desired outcomes.

Finally, without a clearly defined purpose, the court might fail to ask a
key question or address a key issue. It may be difficult to go back later
to obtain the missing information. An ill-defined purpose also will
likely result in an unfocused and/or a hijacked meeting, yielding little or
no useful information for the court.
In short, many engagement activities fail (or are not as successful as
they could be) because the purpose is not clear and outcomes are not
well-defined.

Tips & FAQs
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3

4.

4

5

Engage diverse constituency groups.

The legal and justice community can appear from the outside as an
“exclusive club.” To minimize this perception and demonstrate an
openness to diverse views, courts should engage diverse constituency
groups where appropriate in their improvement activities. Further, it is
important to get different constituency groups to listen to each other, as
they may have conflicting views or expectations. Some techniques for
reaching diverse constituency groups are discussed above and in Section
4.
5.

Manage expectations and define “ethical” boundaries.

When conducting CwC events/processes, it is very important to manage
the expectations of participants and define “ethical” boundaries.
Specifically, when meeting with constituency groups, it is critically
important to state the purpose and targeted outcomes of the meeting,
what the meeting is and is not, (e.g., it is not intended to be a gripe
session or a place to vent about the outcome of your case), and ground
rules for interacting. Doing so gives the meeting facilitator and others
“permission” to keep the meeting on track, redirect as needed to achieve
the outcomes, and solicit input from people who have not said much.
It is important to keep the event safe for everyone present - judges, court
staff, and participants. In particular, if judicial officers are present, it is
extremely important to convey and explain the ethical boundaries within
which judges must operate. For example, participants should be
informed that judges cannot discuss specific cases or matters that will
compromise the integrity of the position, or their fairness and
independence on legal matters. This gives the facilitator, judges, and
others permission to stop discussions that venture into these areas, thus
protecting judicial officers from these improprieties.
6.

6

Engage in a two-way dialogue; listen.

What seems so easy is oftentimes very difficult. When conducting CwC
activities, we recommend minimizing the sharing of information (oneway communication) and maximizing the time for two-way dialogue –
listening to and trying to understand the views, experiences, needs, ideas
of constituency groups, finding common ground, developing mutual
understanding, and the like. When information is shared (using oneway communication), it should be for the sole purpose of enhancing and
facilitating two-way dialogue.
Further, two-way dialogue needs to be more than just trading speeches.
Participants need to be encouraged to listen to each other and, where
appropriate, respond constructively to each other’s ideas.
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7.

Take action and communicate results.

Constituency groups that commit the time to participate in court
improvement activities do so expecting that action will be taken. They
want assurances that the information they shared, their ideas and
suggestions, and their needs will be listened to and considered seriously,
and something good will come of their efforts.

7

They also like to receive follow-up communication informing them of
what has been done, how their ideas made a difference, and the like.
There are a variety of ways in which the court might communicate with
the participants, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.

provide participants with a written summary of the meeting;
send/email participants periodic updates;
post updates on the court’s web site:
present updates through the local media, including newspapers,
radio, and television;
reconvene participants for a follow-up session; or
provide opportunities for continuing involvement for those
participants who are interested (e.g., some prefer continued
involvement in areas that they are passionate about).

Maintain &/or Regain Momentum.

In CwC activities that require involvement of participants over a period
of time (i.e. not a one-time event), maintaining momentum can be a
challenge. Below are tips for helping to maintain, or regain, momentum
on CwC and court improvement processes.
Tips for maintaining momentum include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips & FAQs

have and follow a project/process plan (i.e., a roadmap for
completing the work with completion dates, milestones, etc.);
clearly define the charge (purpose) and expectations of the
team/group (or person responsible) and/or the scope of the
project (e.g., surveying court users);
develop and stick to a meeting schedule at the onset of the
project/process (or the project work plan if conducting a survey
for example);
meet regularly and make sure that meetings are productive;
make individual/small group assignments at the end of each
meeting;
follow-up at the next meeting on the individual/small group
assignments (e.g., hold team members accountable for
completing their tasks/assignments);
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•
•
•
•

demonstrate progress and accomplishments on an ongoing basis
(or lack of progress if appropriate);
celebrate when milestones are achieved;
modify the project/process plan as appropriate; and
identify and actively work to overcome/minimize barriers to
progress (e.g., involve the presiding or supervising judge, use
tele/video-conferences to reduce the burden on team members).

Tips for regaining momentum if it has been lost are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
9.

9

reassess the criticality of the CwC or improvement process (i.e.,
critically assess whether it is a high priority/worthy of
continuing and completing) and if not, discontinue/disband;
if it is worth continuing, analyze why momentum was lost and
make changes as needed;
reassign/recommit resources as needed;
reassess and modify the composition of the team/group as
needed;
redefine/clarify the charge/purpose of the team or redefine the
scope of the project;
rethink/develop a new project/process plan;
redefine/clarify the expectations of team members/the process;
and
re-solicit commitment from the court’s leadership for the CwC
and/or improvement process.

Select a Skilled Facilitator.

The facilitator selected, whether internal or external, can make or break
a CwC event. Below are tips for selecting a knowledgeable and skillful
facilitator. The tips are based on the competencies (i.e., knowledge,
skills, and abilities) needed to facilitate effectively. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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knowledge of public participation and community engagement
theory and dynamics;
knowledge of large and small group process and group
dynamics;
experience designing public participation, community
engagement, and/or small group meetings;
experience working with courts, justice system partners, and
court users;
experience facilitating a wide variety of public and professional
meetings;
keen facilitation and interpersonal skills (see Tip 10 below for
more information).

Tips & FAQs

10.

Facilitate Skillfully.

Skillful facilitation is both an art and a science. That is, facilitators of
CwC events/processes should understand the science behind effective
public participation, community engagement, and small groups
processes and dynamics, as well as possess and demonstrate keen
facilitation and interpersonal skills. Below are tips for facilitating
effectively:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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establish your credibility in a subtle way (e.g., through the
introduction, written bio, share a short story about your
experiences);
clearly communicate the purpose and targeted outcomes of the
meeting, and convey expectations of participants (e.g., ground
rules) – clarify what the meeting is and is not;
define your role and responsibilities (e.g., ensure that everyone
is heard, that you achieve the outcomes, complete the ambitious
agenda on time, etc.);
use appropriate humor to establish a positive and light – nonthreatening – tone ;
engage participants early on in the session; that is, don’t talk at
people for three quarters of the meeting and then expect them to
become actively engaged at the end;
listen carefully and be personable;
don’t judge or comment on people’s views; be neutral and fair;
paraphrase
participants’
comments
to
demonstrate
understanding;
ask clarifying questions to ensure understanding;
manage the process (e.g., keep the meeting moving, focused, and
on schedule)
when situations arise, remind everyone of the ground rules (e.g.,
remind people that only one person should speak at a time);
continually assess the group process and non-verbal behaviors of
participants; that is, during the meeting continually assess how
well the meeting is going, diagnose problems, and adjust as
needed to ensure a positive experience and that the outcomes
will be achieved;
use a “parking lot” (e.g., blank flip chart page) to post issues
raised by participants that are not the primary focus of the
meeting or will be discussed later in the meeting (this
demonstrates that the person was heard – they see their comment
written down, but allows the facilitator to move ahead);
abbreviate and use the words of participants when capturing
their comments on a flip chart page; don’t use your words;
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•
•

write largely and legibly, and stand to the side of the flip chart
easel so that participants can see what you are writing at that
moment (e.g., don’t block the flip chart stand as you write); and
ask participants to complete a brief feedback form at the
conclusion of the session.

Answers to FAQs
Below are answers to frequently asked questions related to planning,
conducting, and following-up CwC events/processes. They are organized into
the following areas:
•
•
•
Identifying
Target
Constituencies

Identifying the target constituencies
Structuring an event
Post event actions

Identifying the Target Constituencies
1.

How do we identify which constituent groups to invite? What
types of constituencies should we be targeting often?
sometimes? never?

The relevant constituent groups to target will depend on the purpose of
the CwC activity. A general strategic planning effort should ideally
involve as wide a range of stakeholder constituencies as resources and
timing will allow. A court improvement effort aimed at a specific issue
should target the constituencies affected by the issue. For example, a
family court improvement effort could target professional constituencies
involved in family cases, families and juveniles who have gone through
the court system, and cultural or minority communities that have special
problems.
2.

How do we reach “shy” groups and groups that do not have
easy access to talk to the courts, such as minority
communities, cultural communities, etc.

Section 4 of this Guidebook contains a discussion of how to reach
under-represented constituency groups. A key element is working with
formal or informal community leaders who are well connected
throughout the community and can serve as intermediaries. Another
possibility is to have court staff help identify minority and culturally
diverse court users through their contact with them through various
court activities (e.g., jury service, involvement with family court or drug
court).
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3.

How do you assure that the people you invite are
representative of the constituency?

No constituency group will be a monolith where everyone shares the
same views. Ideally, the court will work with constituency leaders to
assure that the invited participants from a particular constituent group
reflect the diversity of views within the constituency. Further, the CWC
activity might be held in the community rather than at the court.
4.

How do we get people to attend an event?

We recommend identifying and inviting specific individuals to the
extent possible, either directly if the court staff know whom to invite, or
working through community intermediaries to identify individuals if the
court is not well connected to the constituency. If neither is possible,
the court might work with constituency leaders to help publicize the
event and encourage people to attend.
Other methods to get people to attend include (1) conducting the
meeting at the courthouse following a court activity (e.g., jury service,
drug court session, reporting for probation); (2) conducting an evening
meeting in the neighborhood; (3) offering child care services; and (4)
paying for parking or bus/rail pass.
Structuring an
Event

Structuring an Event
5.

What is the ideal structure of a community forum? Should you
use small breakout sessions in a large forum? Is there an ideal
ratio of participants to facilitators?

There is no single formula. The structure depends on the purpose and
desired outcomes.
The need for and value of breakout sessions will be a function of the
purpose, focus, and size of the forum. Breakout groups allow
participants to deal with the issues in more detail and in a more intimate
setting that provides participants more opportunity to speak.
If it is a large forum, we recommend designing it to include small group
breakout sessions so that participants have an opportunity to discuss
important matters in a smaller, more intimate group setting.
If small breakout sessions are used, we further recommend that each
small group have an assigned facilitator and recorder (typically trained
court staff members), which allows all of the participants to focus on the
question/assignment rather than facilitating the discussion and recording
ideas.

Tips & FAQs
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A 7:1 ratio is a general rule regarding the number of participants to
facilitator. That is, we recommend that the small groups include
approximately 7 or so participants to one facilitator, although the
number and ratio will vary depending on the size of the forum and
availability of resources (e.g., space for breakout session, number of
trained court staff available).
6.

How much staff time and resources will be needed?

Planning, conducting, and following-up CwC events/processes require a
lot of time and resources. For example, depending on the activity, court
staff will have to do all or some of the following: (1) clearly define the
purpose and outcomes of the activity; (2) identify the key constituency
groups to be involved; (3) work with constituency group contacts to
identify participants; (4) invite the participants, by phone, mail, other
available method and actively recruit non-responders; (5) design the
structure of the event; (6) identify and arrange for facilitators, note
takers, security personnel, and, if necessary, interpreters; (7) arrange for
day care, parking, transportation, and other amenities; (8) prepare
materials (e.g., name tags, sign in sheet, copies of handouts); (9) arrange
facilities for the event, including a room, flip charts, projector and
screen, recording equipment, etc.; (10) staff and attend the event; and
(11) compile the results of the event and disseminate, as appropriate.
7.

How do we create a safe environment, including handling
ethical constraints on judges, dealing with issues that the
court can’t do anything about, such as transportation, and
maneuvering among political issues?

The facilitator should clearly articulate the purpose and desired
outcomes at the beginning of the meeting. This helps manage
participants’ expectations about what the meeting is and is not about. In
addition, ground rules should always be established, which convey the
expectations of participants (e.g., making it safe by explaining how the
information will be used and that there will not be any attributions, what
is off limits, etc.). Further, the ethical constraints on judicial officers
should be explained if they are present and it should be clear that you
want to focus on matters that are within the purview of the court (e.g.,
not transportation, public housing, law enforcement, environmental
cleanup). Use a “parking lot” technique to record matters raised but that
are external to the courts (see Tips for Success - #10 above).
In short, the facilitator(s) must be trained and empowered to articulate
and enforce meeting ground rules and control the scope of the
discussion.
8.

How do we deal with the situation where when one group
wants a change that affects other groups that are not there?
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Effective facilitation is the key, both during and after an event. Part of
the value of a CwC activity is in identifying different and sometimes
conflicting needs both within and among constituency groups. When
conflicting needs arise, it will be up to the court to balance those needs.
Follow-up work with the groups in conflict may be necessary. For
example, the court may want to appoint an interdisciplinary team/
committee to review and understand the conflicting needs and develop a
recommendation that is responsive to all.
9.

Should we be consistent in the questions we ask different
constituent groups?

That depends on the knowledge, interests, and needs of the different
groups and the purpose of the event. Some questions may be
appropriate or productive for some groups but not for others.
For example, if you are asking general questions in your CwC events,
such as what do participants expect of the court, what are the strengths
and weaknesses of the court, what is your vision of the future for the
court, or what recommendations do you have for improvement, we
recommend that the same questions be asked of all constituent groups.
However, if you are seeking information related to specific areas, the
same questions may not be appropriate. For example, citizen
constituencies may not have the knowledge to answer questions that you
might ask a professional constituency (e.g., law enforcement, attorneys).
Further, non-court users may not have the experiences needed to answer
questions posed to frequent court users.
In sum, there are pros and cons to asking the same questions and/or
different questions across constituent groups. The best approach
depends on the purpose of the event and the knowledge, interests, and
needs of the different groups.
10.

How do you get quality feedback when people don’t
understand the system? What is the relationship between
education and input?

There will be instances where some initial education of participants will
likely be necessary in order to have an informed and useful discussion.
This type of education, however, should be distinguished from
community outreach, where education is the sole purpose of the activity.
When some level of education is needed before you can facilitate a
meaningful dialogue, keep it brief. Provide participants with only the
information they need to be informed and thus, can participate in a
meaningful discussion. Also, provide the information in bite size
amounts; avoid information overload. Finally, we recommend that you
Tips & FAQs
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tie the educational information directly to the input/feedback discussion,
so that participants can apply/use the information they received
immediately (e.g., inform participants of the various services you
provide currently to non-English speaking litigants).
11.

How do we supplement community forums and focus groups
to reach a wider audience?

Section 3 of this Guidebook provides a menu of approaches, of which
community forums and focus groups are but two of many. Further,
CwC activities can be used for a variety of purposes other than just
court planning efforts.
Post-Event
Actions

Post-Event Actions
12.

What do we do with the results of the event?

A key part of defining the purpose of a CwC activity is planning on how
the information gathered from the activity will be used. Knowing how
you will analyze and use the results is critical to assuring that you are
asking the right questions. The use of the results will depend on the
purposes of the CwC activity (e.g. strategic planning, problem
identification, process improvement, etc.). Things to avoid are: not
compiling or analyzing the results; having one person analyze the
results but not distribute the information to anyone else in the court; or
having the results documented and then just filed away.
13.

What can we do to get back to constituents? What do we do
the second time around to balance past success with future
needs?

There are a variety of techniques for following up with participants,
including direct communication, newsletters, postings on the Web site,
follow-up meetings, and opportunities for selected participants to
engage in additional activities according to their interests. Refer to Tips
for Success – #7 and Section 3, Step 7 above for more information.
We recommend that each time you convene your constituent groups that
you do a brief review of where you have been and/or what you have
accomplished. We also recommend that you inform them of what is in
progress and/or what you have not been able to do and why. This is not
to make excuses but rather to assure participants that you have
accomplished many things, but not everything that you would have
liked due to certain circumstances (e.g., lack of funding, inability to
improve the facility). Doing so, we believe, provides a context for
moving forward and identifying future needs/priorities.
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14.

How do we turn input into action?

Your ability to turn input into action will be determined in part by how
well you planned, conducted, and followed-up on the CwC
event/process. Specifically, it will be determined by how well you have
defined the purpose of the activity, framed the discussion, facilitated the
event, documented and analyzed the information, followed up with
participants, and involved constituency groups in developing and
implementing solutions. In other word, it depends on doing everything
else well. It also is determined by the level of commitment of the
court’s leadership to use the information gathered for planning and
improvement purposes.
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Judicial Council and Trial Court Multi-Year Planning Cycle

Judicial Council

A.

Trial Courts 1

B.

Planning
Activity

2005-2006

2006-2007

Strategic
Plan

Jan 2006:
Begin review revision of
strategic plan

Dec. 2006:
Adopt
revised/new
6-year
strategic plan

Operational
Plan

Interim review
of operational
plan adopted
December 2003

Jan. 2007:
Begin review
- revision of
operational
plan

Dec. 2007:
Adopt
revised/new
3-year
operational
plan

Interim
review of
operational
plan adopted
Dec. 2007

Jan. 2010:
Begin review
- revision of
operational
plan

2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

Operational
Plan: Minor
updates to
current plan as
may be
necessary

Nov 2005 –
Feb 2006:
Update current
operational plan
as necessary on
Serranus

Nov-Dec
2006:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov-Dec
2007:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Annual
Progress Report
of Operational
Plan
Implementation
(APR)
Operational
Plan: Major
revisions and/or
new 3-yr plan

March-April
2006:
Submit APR on
Serranus

Jan-Feb 2007:
Submit APR
on Serranus

Jan-Feb 2008:
Submit APR
on current
operational
plan on
Serranus
March April 2008:
Submit
revised/new 3year
operational
plan on
Serranus

Submission

Strategic Plan:
New plan
submission
(every 6 years)

Strategic Plan:
Minor updates
to current plan
as may be
necessary

March -April
2007:
submit
revised/new 6year strategic
plan on
Serranus
September –
October 2007:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Jan. 2012:
Begin review
- revision of
strategic plan

Dec. 2012:
Adopt
revised/new
6-year
strategic plan

Dec. 2010:
Adopt
revised/new
3-year
operational
plan

Interim
review of
operational
plan adopted
Dec. 2010

Jan. 2013:
Begin reviewrevision of
operational
plan adopted
Dec 2010

Dec. 2013:
Adopt
revised/new
3-year
operational
plan

Interim
review of
operational
plan adopted
Dec. 2013

Jan. 2016:
Begin review
- revision of
operational
plan adopted
Dec. 2013

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Nov–Dec
2008:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov–Dec
2009:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov-Dec
2010:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov–Dec
2011:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov-Dec
2012:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov-Dec
2013:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov – Dec
2014:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Nov – Dec
2015:
Update current
operational
plan as
necessary on
Serranus

Jan-Feb 2009:
Submit APR
on Serranus

Jan-Feb 2010:
Submit APR
on Serranus

Jan-Feb 2011:
Submit APR
on current
operational
plan on
Serranus
March -April
2011: Submit
revised/new 3year
operational
plan on
Serranus

Jan-Feb 2012:
Submit APR
on Serranus

Jan-Feb 2013:
Submit APR
on Serranus

Jan-Feb 2014:
Submit APR
on current
operational
plan on
Serranus
March April 2014:
Submit
revised/new 3year
operational
plan on
Serranus

Jan-Feb 2015:
Submit APR
on Serranus

Jan-Feb 2016:
Submit APR
on Serranus

September –
October 2014:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2015:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2016:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

March -April
2013: submit
revised/new 6year strategic
plan on
Serranus
September –
October 2008:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2009:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2010:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2011:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2012:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

September –
October 2013:
update
strategic plan
as necessary

1
Note: All plan updates are effected online at the Serranus Trial Court Planning Center (http://serranus.courtinfo.ca.gov/programs/community/). The normal Serranus planning schedule for trial court
submissions features additional events in years when major revisions/new plans are due. Exact due dates may require adjustment based on changing resources and/or priorities.
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APPENDIX B
Relevant Findings: Phase I Public Trust and Confidence Survey
[Excerpted from Wagenknecht-Ivey, B., Recommendations For Improving Trust and
Confidence: Analysis of Trial Court Plans and AOC Strategic Projects, Report to the
Judicial Council of California, September 7, 2005.]
Overall Ratings

1.

New immigrants have very low levels of contact with the courts and have the most
favorable/positive perception of the courts. They have a high level of confidence
in the courts and believe that court procedures are fair.

2.

Serving as a member of a jury is associated with increased confidence in the courts.
Members of the public who had served as a jury member also gave the courts the
highest approval ratings and the highest ratings on procedural fairness.

3.

Experience in a court case other than a juror (e.g., litigant, witness, victim, respond
to a jury summons) is associated with both lower approval ratings of the courts and
lower ratings on perceptions of procedural fairness. Victims and litigants gave the
lowest approval ratings of the courts.

4.

Members of the public who are more familiar with the courts are the least
positive/have the least confidence in the courts.

5.

Attorneys who do business with the courts on a daily basis tend to be the least
positive in their assessments of the courts.

Where Respondents Get Information About the Courts and the Utility of
the Information

6.

The majority of people get information about the courts from television/news
programs, newspapers/magazines, and televised trials. A third of the people
indicated that they get information about the state courts from the courts
themselves. Nearly a quarter said that they get information from the Internet.

7.

Members of the public and attorneys who contact the courts for information via the
Internet, phone, or in-person are generally more satisfied than dissatisfied with
their experience. However, both groups are most dissatisfied with their experience
when they have phone contact.

8.

A majority of members of the public gets information about the courts in their
counties from the courthouse/courthouse personnel. Slightly more than a third gets
information from court Web sites and the Internet.
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9.

A large proportion of members of the public and attorneys rated the information
provided by Web sites and courthouse personnel as useful/somewhat useful.
Despite these high ratings, the biggest area for improvement in ratings is the
usefulness of information provided by courthouse personnel.

Procedural Fairness

10.

The strongest influence on public opinions of the courts is the perception of
fairness in the procedures used by the courts. Factors that are associated with
procedural fairness include (1) being unbiased in case decisions, (2) treating people
with dignity and respect, (3) listening carefully to what people have to say, and (4)
taking the needs of people into account.

11.

Statewide factors that influence perceptions of procedural fairness include (1)
protecting constitutional rights, (2) ensuring public safety, (3) assisting those who
want to act as their own attorney, (4) reporting to the public on job performance,
and (5) making sure judges follow the rules (note: there are some differences
among demographic groups).

12.

Local factors that influence perceptions of procedural fairness include (1)
conducting cases in a timely manner, (2) being open at convenient times, (3) judges
being honest and fair, (4) judges who are independent (not influenced by political
considerations), (5) the average citizen being able to understand what takes place in
courts, (6) juries being representative of the community, (7) the courts being in
touch with the community, (8) overcoming feelings of reluctance/uneasiness about
going to court (note: there are some differences among demographic groups).

13.

Attorneys practicing in the family law area rated the courts the lowest on
procedural fairness.

14.

Members of the public gave the lowest ratings on procedural fairness in the
Family/ Juvenile and Parking/Traffic areas. Litigants in parking or traffic cases
gave the lowest ratings on procedural fairness.

15.

Information requests satisfactorily answered by court staff are associated with
higher levels of court approval and perceived procedural fairness.

Barriers/Potential Barriers to Taking a Case to Court

16.
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Survey respondents were asked to rate eleven potential reasons that did or might
keep a person from taking a case to court. Members of the public rated the 11
potential barriers to taking a case to court as follows (from highest to lowest
frequency): (1) cost of hiring an attorney (69 percent), (2) the time it takes away
from work/home, (3) availability of another way to solve the problem, (4) the court
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fees that are required, (5) the time it takes to get a court decision, (6) uneasiness
about what might happen at court, (7) the hours or days the court is open, (8) the
lack of child care facilities at the court, (9) travel distance to court from home, (10)
physical problems make using the court difficult, and (11) difficulty with the
English language (11 percent).
17.

The three most frequently identified barriers to taking a case to court of new
immigrants (i.e., in the U.S. for less than 10 years) are: (1) cost of hiring an
attorney (62 percent); (2) difficulty reading, speaking, or understanding English;
and (3) uneasiness about what might happen at court (50 percent).

Areas with the Biggest Unmet Expectations and Areas Where Resources
Should be Expended

18.

Members of the public were asked: “In order to do their job well, how important is
it for courts to spend enough resources to” do a variety of things. Members of the
public indicated that it is very important for courts to spend enough resources to
(from highest to lowest frequency): (1) protect constitutional rights (82 percent),
(2) ensure public safety, (3) conclude cases in a timely manner, (4) provide
leadership in dealing with community problems, (5) stay open at times convenient
for working people, (6) offer other ways to resolve disputes besides trials, (7)
report regularly on their job performance to the public, and (8) assist those who
want to act as their own attorney (38 percent).

19.

An analysis of the survey data reveals “unmet expectations” of members of the
public. Unmet expectations are defined as the areas of responsibility that members
of the public agreed were important for courts to spend resources on but disagreed
that courts were doing a good job. The three biggest unmet expectations of
members of the public are: (1) reporting to the public on job performance, (2) local
courts being open at convenient times, and (3) local courts concluding cases in a
timely manner.
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APPENDIX C
Resource List

CDC/ATSDR Committee on Community Engagement, Principles of Community Engagement
(Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 1997).
City of Seattle, Southeast Transportation Study Community Involvement Program, Internal Draft
(Seattle, WA: City of Seattle, 2005).
Community-Focused Court Planning Video-Training Workbook (San Francisco, CA: Judicial
Council of California, 1999).
CTC and Associates LLC, Environmental Justice in Transportation: Best Practices for
Involvement of Disadvantaged Populations (Madison, WI: Wisconsin Department of
Transportation, 2004).
G. Denver, Improving Outcomes in Public Health Practice: Strategy and Methods (New York,
NY: Aspen Publishers, Inc., 1997)
W. Friedman, Changing the Conversation on Education in Connecticut (New York, NY: Public
Agenda, 2004, Revised 2005).
W. Friedman and A. Gutnick, Public Engagement in Education (New York, NY: Public Agenda,
1999).
M. McCoy and P. Scully, “Deliberative Dialogue to Expand Civic Engagement: What Kind of
Talk Does Democracy Need?” National Civic Review, vol.91, no. 2, Summer, 2002.
Special Task Force on Court/Community Outreach, Addressing Public Trust and Confidence:
Court and Community Collaboration (San Francisco, CA: Judicial Council of California, 1999).
Special Task Force on Court/Community Outreach, Dialog: Courts Reaching Out To Their
Communities: A Handbook For Creating and Enhancing Court and Community Collaboration
(San Francisco, CA: Judicial Council of California, 1999).
B. Wagenknecht-Ivey, J. Martin, and B. Lynch, Strategic Planning Mentoring Guidelines:
Practical Tips For Court Leaders (Denver, CO: Center for Public Policy Studies, 2000)
D. Yankelovich, The Magic of Dialogue (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1999).
D. Yankelovich, The Rules of Public Engagement (New York, NY: Public Agenda, 1993).
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